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Guide to watching “13 Reasons Why” 
Season 2

Episode 7
Notice
- Jessica continues to have vivid flasbacks and is triggered by something while shopping in 
   the mall. 
+ Olivia opens up about her own genetic history by mentioning the women in her family struggle with 
  an illness and she had similar thoughts herself. 
- Olivia has the added stress of the divorce and Andy”toying” with her emotions. 
- Alex’s feelings of helplessness, hopelessness and uselessness continue to increase. 
+ Hannah tells Clay that her tapes were not left behind for revenge. They were left behind so she 
  could tell her version of the story and in hopes that it “wouldn’t happen again” to someone else. 
- The morning after the group of kids take the drug, molly, Hannah says some alarming things - 
“What’s the point of anything?”...”I can’t do it anymore”...”I want to die”...”Everything’s black.” 
- It’s clear that Chloe was not interested in having sex with Bryce when they were supposed to be 
watching a movie. After being vocal and physical about not wanting it to happen, she gives in after 
he continues, but even then, you can see it is one-sided-- aggressive on his end, painful on her end. 

Invite
+ Tyler gets invited to Alex’s birthday party, which you can see empowers him. 
+ Alex’s family is trying to be more involved and show Alex they love and care about him. His brother 
   is home from school and asks his friends for the truth about his recovery. 
+ Clay’s dad asks him why kids are so afraid to tell their parents the truth. He also tells him, “...there’s 
  nothing you could do to make me and your mom stop loving you.” 
- After Hannah said some of those alarming comments, someone in the group could have followed 
  up with her or asked her why she felt that way. 
+ Chloe knows the sex she had with Bryce was not fully consensual. She could invite herself to tell a  
  trusted adult her concerns. 

Challenge
 - Clay remembers mocking Hannah’s poem without realizing it was hers. He could have challenged 
   himself to be respectful and positive instead of negative. 
- While Clay was not fully convinced about doing drugs, he fell to peer pressure and did them 
  anyways. He suggested to Hannah that they leave and go to something else, to which she agreed 
  to, but neither left. They could have taken it upon themsleves not to participate. 

Empower
- Instead of turning Tyler away at the birthday party, Zach and Jessica could have been more 
  accepting and let him stay. You can see how rejection hurt him. 
+ When Alex has a meltdown at his birthday party, Jessica gives him some tough love and tells him 
  that everyone loves him.

Resources
+ benice. org       + Suicide Prevention Lifeline 1-800-273-8255  

+ Crisis Prevention Textline 741741        + http://www.13reasonswhy.info/
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